Expressions are presented for the electric and magnetic fields due to a pulse of charge, which may be oscillating transversely while moving down an infinitely long highly conducting pipe of circular cross section. The expressions are evaluated at large distances from the pluse and the fields are shown to decrease algebraically in the distance behind the pulse. In the absence of transverse oscillations the longitudinal electric field varies as the inverse three-halves power of the distancej in the presence of oscillations the dominant field component is the transverse magnetic field, which decreases as the inverse one-half power. In the long-range limit the amplitude of the fields is proportional to the square root of the wall resistivity.
lllTRODUCTION
It has been shown that the finite conductivity of the walls of an accelerator vacuum chamber can lead to unstable coherent oscillations 1 2 of azimuthally uniform beams. ' The question of stability arises for a longitudinally bunched beam in which the distance between blillches is large compared~dth the radius of the vacuum pipe. If the electric and magnetic fields falloff fast enough~th distance from the bunch, the motion of separate bunches would be independent of one another.
It has been shown that the local self fields of a bunch do not lead to unstable motion. 3 Therefore one might expect to stabilize coherent beam oscillations by bunching the beam longitudinally.
If the \~cuum chamber walls are infinitely conducting, the fields falloff exponentially in a distance of the order of the pipe radius (which is typically small compared with the distance between bunches), and therefore a longitudinal bunching of a uniform beam would stabilize the coherent motion.
It is the purpose of this paper to obtain expressions for the fields at large distances from a movip~bunch of charge slrrrounded by walls with finite conductivity. These fields are the basic ingredients in an analysis of the coherent motion of a bunched 4 beam.
We limit our analysis to obtaining the fields at distances large compared with the pipe radius and the bunch length. The conductivity of the wall is such t0Bt the displacement current it he wall can be neglected compared with the conduction current.
A discussion is given of the dependence of the fields upon distance from the pulse, with particular attention to the different functional dependences which occur at various distances. Over a very large range the fields are shown to falloff algebraically, and 5 6 in agreement with the independent results of a number of workersj , the most important aspect of the work reported here is a careful delineation of the range of validity of these previously obtained z r are nonzero. It will be useful to use Fourier transformations in solving for the fields, and the convention will be adopted that a tilde above a quantity designates the transform as defined by The expressions for E z that are finite everywhere are
In these expressions Appendix B , by Eqs. In the follow~ng subsection we sr~ll restrict olli'selves to large values of (z -vt)} and present results of the integration for three simplh~ed geometries. In obtaining this expression we have made use of the fact that, for
Iz -vtl large compared with the length of the bunch, the field is independent of the form of f(z -vt) and we may replace f(k) by
We now use the results of Table I (Appendix A) to obtain With this approximation and taking d.-.. ro we obtain in the region
where we have again restricted ourselves to a distance !z -vtl much greater than both the vacuum chamber's ip~er radius and the pulse 
where a term proportional to k has been omitted in Eq. (1.15b)
since it contributes to E (z,.t) only in the region of the pulse. where s = (z -vt) and 8 (zJ t) is defined as zero for z > vt and unity for z < vt. Thus we see that the field at large distance from the pulse is zero in front of the pulse but falls off algebraically behind the bunch. Equation (1.16) presents only the term ",ith the slowest falloff and completely ignores the fields with a falloff distance of the order of the pipe's inner radius or the pulse le~~th.
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In order to simplify the algebra we will restrict ourselves, in this example, to a bunch that fills the pipe, and to an observation point at the pipe radius. Thus we take r = a = b. [Actually.
• as is suggested by Eqs. (1.16), we expect our results to be valid even without these restrictions, but we have not studied the more general
case.] As ';[ith examples (ii) ,,,e ignore the displacement current and
where again we have restricted ourselves to large distances, so that 
Exact Formulas for the Fields
In this section we solve for the electric end magentic field due to a pulse of charge oscillating transversely, in the x direction with amplitude s and :frequency (l), while traveling longitudinally, in the z direction with constant velocity v. As in the preceding section, the charge is surrounded by an infinitely long straight pipe with circular cross section, conductivity cr, and inner radius b. The outer wall radius is taken to be infinite.
The amplitude~is assumed small co.npared to the beem radius a so that we may take the charge and current distribution The field due to the sources Po and i,o has been presented in Section I j we will consider only the fields due to the SOl~ces PI and~l in this section. The total field will, of co~se, be the superposition of the fields due to each set of sources. At r = b we have B , E , E e ' Be and B all continuous. 
Approximations
The expressions for C l and D l are exact; we now restrict oursel ves to values of ill that are considerably belm-r the cut-off frequency for the pipe (i.e., frequencies such that lab« c). We will also asscwe that the conductivity is high, so that the displacement current in the metal can be neglected.
With these restrictions, which are easily fulfilled in an actual accelerator or storage ring, the expression for i\2 reduces to = R (2 .19f) where N is the total n~~ber of particles and S(z,t) is defined Fourier transforms, although well-known, are nevertheless uncommon.
In Table I we list all of the transforms which we require; the results quoted are established in the literature. 9
A particularly simple transformation can be employed when the nonanalyticity of 'r(k) so that the nonanalyticity is transformed to K of 
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